
Empathy

Ability to understand and share the feelings of others (as defined by Oxford dictionary)

Sympathy

The feeling of pity and sorrow for
someone else's misfortune (as defined by Oxford Dictionary)

Pity

A cause of regret or disappointment (as
defined by Oxford dictionary)

Compassion

sympathetic pity and concern for the
sufferings or misfortunes of others  (as

defined by Oxford dictionary)

I have felt all of these feelings at some point
since starting out as a physio

Sympathy and Pity
I quickly came to realise that these emotions

have no place within physio practice.
These emotions do not help anybody.   

Compassion and Empathy
Are vital to what we do, I wouldn't be the person

 or the therapist I am without these emotions.
These emotions have a purpose, it's these

emotions which drive us to take a extra step,
 to treatment each person as an individual.    

But......... Problem can arise
from these emotions

Empathy is great but what would happen if
you came to emotionally involved

I was in tears watching the
week 1 video on empathy

But I don't cry when a patient comes in to
my clinic or when they leave

Clinical Empathy 

Interesting article

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1494899/#!po=65.3846

Empathy facilitates
trust and disclosure

Defines a special professional
empathy as purely cognitive

Neutral
empathy - observing a patient to predict their response 

Neutrally empathetic physician will do what's
needs to be done without feeling grief, regret

or other difficult emotions

Emotional attunement
operating by shaping what one imagines about another persons experience 

I believe this can difficult especially when
first starting out as a physio. There is a fine line between imagining

how the patient is feeling and putting your own thought
 and feelings on to that person. 

Can empathy be taught

http://ptjournal.apta.org/content/70/11/707.long
What is empathy and can it be taught

Http://wimp.com/empathy
evolution/

The empathic cilivisation
Jeremy Rifkin

My understanding is that empathy can not
be taught but can be nurtured.

 Through shared experiences, active
listening skills and reflection.  


